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Abstract

The influence of behavioral biases on aggregate outcomes depends in part on
self-selection: whether rational people opt more strongly into aggregate interactions
than biased individuals. In betting market, auction and committee experiments, we
document that some errors are strongly reduced through self-selection, while others
are not affected at all or even amplified. A large part of this variation is explained by
differences in the relationship between confidence and performance. In some tasks,
they are positively correlated, such that self-selection attenuates errors. In other
tasks, rational and biased people are equally confident, such that self-selection has
no effects on aggregate quantities.
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Introduction

Decades of experimental research on judgment and decision-making have revealed that
people are subject to a wide variety of cognitive and behavioral biases. Yet, much of
economics is concerned not with the quality of individual decisions but rather with the
aggregate outcomes produced by multiple individuals interacting in institutions such
as markets and organizations. The relevance of decision errors observed in the lab to
economics therefore hinges to a great degree on whether these errors influence prices,
distort allocative efficiency or have redistributive effects. While prior research has studied a host of classical reasons for why individual errors may not influence markets and
organizations (such as wealth dynamics, arbitrage and learning from experience), we
explore the idea that the psychological forces studied in behavioral economics might
also affect how strongly individual errors influence economic outcomes. Specifically, we
experimentally study to what degree decision makers’ own beliefs about the quality of
their decisions influences how strongly biases survive in economic aggregates.
Our point of departure is the observation that, in laboratory experiments, researchers
“force” subjects to make cognitively difficult decisions, while real-world interactions often afford decision makers the freedom to self-select into or out of decisions. For instance,
people might shy away from betting in markets when they fear that their judgments are
fallible; they might be reluctant to aggressively bid in auctions over property rights for
objects that they think they do not fully understand; or they might refrain from contributing their opinion to decision-making processes in groups and organizations when
they suspect that they don’t understand the matter at hand. Thus, self-selection might
severely filter individual-level irrationalities, relative to the unfiltered measures we observe in the lab.1
Our research is built on the observation that the above argument relies on the assumption that selection is positive, meaning that more rational people self-select more
strongly into decisions that affect aggregate quantities. Yet, to date, we know relatively
little about people’s selection decisions across the multitude of cognitive biases studied
by behavioral economists. A first-order statistic that may determine the economic effects
of self-selection is the confidence-performance correlation of a cognitive error: the correlation between objective performance and confidence in the population. Using a simple
model, we illustrate that if the error-prone are relatively less confident in the optimality of their decisions, then aggregate interactions (in, e.g., markets or organizations)
will tend to effectively filter a bias. If, on the other hand, performance and confidence
are unrelated, or even negatively correlated, then self-selection will not filter a bias, or
1Gary Becker once opined in an interview that division of labor and resulting self-selection “strongly
attenuates if not eliminates” effects of bounded rationality on economic aggregates (Stewart, 2005).
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might even amplify its effect. Our simple model clarifies that what should matter for the
economic effects of self-selection is not so much average overconfidence (i.e., overestimation, overplacement or overprecision in the taxonomy of Moore and Healy (2008))
but instead the correlation between performance and confidence. For example, as long
as performance and confidence are positively correlated, self-selection will attenuate
errors even in the extreme scenario that every single decision maker is overconfident.
As we discuss in detail below, a large literature in economics and psychology has
studied to what degree various types of overconfidence vary across different types of
tasks. By contrast, there is relatively little evidence on how the correlation between
confidence and performance – which is the relevant object for studying and predicting
the effects of self-selection – varies across cognitive biases. This gap in our knowledge
appears crucial because there is immense diversity in the types of cognitive biases documented in the literature, in terms of both their domains (information-processing, financial decision-making, strategic sophistication etc.) and their underlying psychology
(complexity, misleading intuitions, inattention etc.). Given this diversity, it is conceivable
that the confidence-performance correlation varies markedly across types of errors.
We implement a series of pre-registered experiments to study the nature of selfselection under social institutions, and how this relates to the distribution of confidence.
The main features of our experiment are (i) a broad set of 15 classical cognitive tasks and
associated biases; (ii) three different self-selective “social institutions” in which subjects
interact to produce aggregate outcomes; and (iii) direct measurements of across-subject
confidence-performance correlations in each cognitive task. In total, our experimental
data comprise almost 70,000 decisions obtained from 2,153 participants from a diverse
online sample as well as expert forecasts from researchers in the field.
We consider 15 cognitive tasks, culled from the literatures on errors in statistical
reasoning and logic, financial decision-making, and behavioral game theory. Examples
include the winner’s curse, base rate neglect, correlation neglect, equilibrium reasoning,
portfolio choice and thinking at the margin. Each task consists of two parts. In Part 1,
subjects attempt to solve the cognitive task. In Part 2, we group subjects into ten-subject
cohorts to participate in one of three maximally simple canonical social institutions.
In a Betting treatment, ten subjects participate in a parimutuel betting market, in
which they bet on the optimality of their Part 1 decisions. In an Auction treatment, we
assign subjects instead to an auction for the right to be paid a bonus based on the quality
of their Part 1 decision. In a Committee treatment, we have all ten subjects decide how
intensively to vote for their own Part 1 decision to influence a common group decision.
In each of these institutions, subjects make a single decision that determines their degree of self-selection. By betting, bidding or voting less intensively, subjects can partly
or fully select out of influencing institutional outcomes in a continuous way. We built
2

our design around three distinct social institutions not to intensively compare them but
rather to ensure that our conclusions on self-selection across biases aren’t overfit to any
one idiosyncratic institutional setting. Indeed, we deliberately implemented maximally
simple and static versions of these institutions, in order to be able to study an unusually
large number of biases – a design choice that we believe can be profitably relaxed in
future work.
In each of these institutions, the difference between how intensively cognitively biased versus unbiased subjects bid, bet or vote determines the aggregate outcomes institutions produce: the degree of bias in market prices in the betting market; the rate
of bias among the winners in the auction; and the aggregate vote share for the optimal
decision in the committee. By comparing these aggregate outcomes to average rates of
bias (measured in Part 1), we can measure to what degree institutions “filter” biases –
whether and by how much self-selection makes aggregate outcomes appear more rational than the raw rate of bias in the population would suggest.2
We find that, on average across all tasks, subjects who make optimal Part 1 decisions
act more intensively in the Part 2 institutions. As a result of this positive selection, on average, biases are filtered in all three institutions, producing institutional aggregates that
are less biased than subjects are. Importantly, however, we identify strong heterogeneity across biases in the degree to which this institutional filtering occurs. Some biases
(e.g., iterated reasoning and exponential growth bias) are dramatically improved under
all three institutions, while others (e.g., base-rate neglect and correlation neglect) are
barely affected by self-selection. Some biases, such as the winner’s curse, are even made
more severe due to negative selection.
The heterogeneity in institutional filtering across cognitive tasks is very similar across
the three different institutions. Although levels of improvement vary across institutions,
it is almost always true that those errors that get filtered more effectively in one institution also get filtered more in the other institutions. The uniformity in which cognitive
biases are most susceptible to improvement by self-selection suggests that the across-task
variation is likely rooted in characteristics of the biases themselves.
Our motivating hypothesis (pre-registered prior to the experiment) is that this variation can be partly explained by a specific summary statistic of the distribution of confidence. As derived in a simple framework, our key prediction is that institutional filtering
by self-selection critically depends on the cross-subject correlation between performance
and confidence. To test this hypothesis, we measure the subjective percentage likelihood
subjects assign to the proposition that they made a payoff-maximizing Part 1 decision,
separately for each task. This allows us to ask a question of independent interest that
2As discussed in the Conclusion, we only focus on how self-selection affects the rationality / efficiency
of the aggregate quantity that an institution produces, rather than on how it affects aggregate welfare.
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has received little attention in behavioral economics so far: how strongly are confidence
and performance correlated for different biases commonly studied in economics?
We find strong heterogeneity in the size and sign of the confidence-performance
correlation across tasks. Although subjects are almost uniformly overconfident across
all cognitive tasks, the correlations between confidence and optimality range from -0.13
(for misunderstanding mean reversion) to 0.39 (for gambler’s fallacy).
As predicted by our simple framework, this correlation is strongly predictive of institutional filtering across cognitive tasks (r ≈ 0.76−0.91). In tasks in which the confidenceperformance correlation is strongly positive, self-selection in social institutions effectively filters errors. These results suggest that in order to understand and predict to
what degree cognitive errors will be “filtered out” of aggregate quantities through selfselection, we must understand the precise distribution of confidence, rather than the
average level of overconfidence in the population.
Given the moderate number of cognitive tasks in our study (15), it is difficult to
draw definitive conclusions about which task characteristics lead to better confidenceperformance correlations. Nonetheless, in an exploratory analysis, we use the “peakedness” of the distribution of answers to classify tasks according to whether cognitive errors reflect strong misleading intuitions or a high degree of complexity. We identify some
tentative evidence that cognitive tasks that evoke strong intuitions (such as correlation
neglect) are associated with lower confidence-performance correlations than tasks that
do not evoke a strong gut feeling (such as backwards induction).
The importance of directly measuring the performance-confidence correlation is reinforced by the observation that it is non-trivial for economists to forecast the magnitude
of institutional filtering or the size of the confidence-performance correlation ex ante.
To underscore this point, we ran a survey asking a panel of experts to guess, for a variety of cognitive tasks, (i) to what degree performance and confidence go hand-in-hand;
and (ii) to which degree one of our institutions (auctions) filters errors. We find that
while the experts are not far off, they consistently overestimate both the degree of institutional filtering and the confidence-performance correlation. Moreover, the experts
underpredict variation across cognitive tasks.
In all, we view our paper as making three contributions. (i) Our results provide direct evidence on which types of cognitive errors get filtered out through self-selection.
(ii) We document that understanding or predicting institutional filtering of a given cognitive bias requires that we take into account the confidence-performance correlation in
the population (rather than, e.g., the frequency of errors or the average level of overconfidence). This is especially valuable from a methodological perspective because it suggests
a simple blueprint: researchers who study cognitive biases can gauge the likely strength
of institutional filtering for these biases without actually implementing laboratory insti4

tutions, by appending a simple confidence question to their experiment and calculating
the confidence-performance correlation. (iii) We contribute some of the first systematic
evidence on the confidence-performance correlation across a large set of widely studied
behavioral economics biases.
Our paper ties into several literatures. First, our work relates to an ongoing discussion
about when behavioral anomalies affect aggregate quantities (e.g., Russell and Thaler,
1985; List, 2003; Barberis and Thaler, 2003; Fehr and Tyran, 2005; Sonnemann et al.,
2013). Various experimental contributions have studied the effect of social institutions
such as markets and groups on several biases and economic behaviors (e.g., Camerer,
1987; Friedman, 2010; Charness and Sutter, 2012).3
Second, our paper relates to work on self-selection. Most closely related is the literature on excess entry (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Cain et al., 2015; Hollard and Perez,
2021), which studies the link between individual confidence and market (or game) entry.⁴ Our main contribution to this line of work is to study the effectiveness of social
institutions more systematically for a broad set of cognitive tasks, and to show that the
performance-confidence correlation is an effective way to conceptualize and empirically
predict how and why institutional effects differ strongly across cognitive biases.
Third, our work relates to the literature on how different aspects of confidence and
self-awareness vary across cognitive tasks (Moore and Healy, 2008). While we highlight
and measure the confidence-performance correlation, various earlier literatures have
studied how types of average overconfidence vary across tasks, such as in the hard-easy
effect (e.g., Koriat et al., 1980; Erev et al., 1994; Moore and Cain, 2007).⁵ A prominent example of this body of research is work in psychology on the so-called “bias blind
spot”: the tendency for people to believe they are less susceptible to behavioral biases
than other people are (e.g., Scopelliti et al., 2015; Pronin et al., 2004, 2002; Pronin,
2007). A typical paradigm in this literature asks subjects to self-report on a qualitative
scale whether they or others are more likely to fall prey to some bias that is described
to them verbally. These papers document that there is substantial variation in average
overplacement (“relative overconfidence”) across tasks. A main difference between our
work and this line of research is that we study (and argue for the importance of) the
confidence-performance correlation. Indeed, a key conceptual point that emerges from
our theoretical and empirical analysis is that the average degree of overconfidence or
overplacement (the focus of virtually all of this literature) is largely irrelevant for under3While we study self-selection (voluntary choice to remove oneself from, e.g., markets), Kendall and
Oprea (2018) study the “market selection hypothesis,” which asks whether markets reduce biases because
error-prone people eventually run out of investment funds.
⁴Odean (1999, 1998) studies the distribution of overconfidence across investor types and its implications for overtrading and other market anomalies.
⁵Loosely related is also work on (lack of) awareness of present bias (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999)
and its implications for market outcomes and welfare (e.g., Carrera et al., 2022; John, 2020).
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standing whether self-selection into institutions attenuates cognitive biases.
Most closely related to our paper is, work that, like us, directly examines the confidenceperformance correlation, which is variably referred to as “relative accuracy,” “monitoring resolution” or “discrimination” in the psychology literature (e.g., Yaniv et al.,
1991; Nelson, 1984).⁶ Psychological experiments show a link between the confidenceperformance correlation and the effectiveness of groups in aggregating individual knowledge (e.g., Sniezek and Van Swol, 2001; Silver et al., 2021, see also the overview in
Online Appendix Table 3). The main differences relative to our work are that (i) this
literature studies knowledge questions (“wisdom of crowd” effects) rather than cognitive biases as we do here, and (ii) it does not study the formal institutions of interest to
economists like markets.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out our experimental design and Section 3 derives our predictions. Section 4 presents results on institutional improvements
across tasks and Section 5 examines the role of the confidence-performance correlation.
Section 6 reports on our expert survey. Section 7 concludes.

2

Experimental Design

2.1

Overview

Our goal is to design an experiment to answer three questions. First, to what degree does
self-selection in basic economic institutions filter out the effects of different cognitive
biases? Second, how does the confidence-performance correlation vary across biases
that are commonly studied by behavioral and experimental economists? And third, how
strongly is the institutional filtering of different biases predicted by variation in this
confidence-performance correlation?
Our experiment consists of 15 periods, each consisting of two parts:
• Part 1: Cognitive Task: The subject makes a decision in one of 15 distinct cognitive
tasks, randomly ordered across the 15 periods. The tasks all correspond to widelystudied cognitive biases in behavioral economics.
• Part 2: Institutional Choice: The subject participates in an anonymous social
institution that involves a ten-person cohort: Betting markets, Auctions for decision
rights, or Committee voting. She then makes an “institutional choice” linked to her
Part 1 decision: a bet on the optimality of her Part 1 decision; a bid on the right to
earn a bonus if her Part 1 decision was optimal; or a vote for her Part 1 decision to
⁶Much of this work originates from earlier theoretical work that decomposed the quality of forecasts
into components that include the confidence-performance correlation (Yates, 1982; Murphy, 1973).
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be adopted by her cohort. Her earnings for Part 2 depend on (i) the optimality of
her Part 1 decision, (ii) her institutional choice and (iii) the institutional choices
of others, in a manner that differs across institutions.
In some treatments, subjects are not assigned to an institution in Part 2 but are
instead simply asked to state their confidence (in percentage terms) that they
made an optimal decision in Part 1.
The timeline is as follows: subjects (i) read computerized instructions; (ii) are required to pass a comprehension check; (iii) provide a response in the first cognitive
task; (iv) indicate confidence or make a decision in a social institution related to the
first task (depending on treatment); (v) repeat (iii) and (iv) for the second task etc.

2.2

Part 1: Cognitive Tasks

We selected 15 cognitive tasks based on four principles. First, we wanted tasks with
associated biases that reflect a range of well-known and widely-studied errors from behavioral and experimental economics. Second, we desired to sample tasks that relate
to a variety of “Econ 101” principles of rationality and, hence, capture distinct forms of
economically-relevant reasoning. Third, we focused on tasks associated with cognitive
rather than motivational biases such as present bias. Fourth, we wanted tasks that have
very short and simple instructions, allowing us to observe every subject under all 15
tasks. In practice, this means that we selected tasks from the literature and then partly
simplified the instructions or the problem setup.
Our objective was not to select a set of tasks that is representative of the range of
tasks we believe people encounter in everyday life. Instead, we deliberately sought out
tasks that produce well-documented biases, i.e., on which a considerable fraction of
people perform poorly. This approach is warranted here because our research question
(how institutions filter biases) is predicated on the existence of biases in the first place.
Nonetheless, we strove to select biases that are broadly representative of those studied
in the cognitive bias literature.⁷
We summarize the tasks in Table 1 and provide more details in Online Appendix A.
Task instructions are provided in Online Appendix F. We divide the table into several
sections to highlight that our tasks represent a broad swath of the different violations of
“Econ 101” rationality postulates that economists and psychologists have documented.
These include widely discussed errors in information-processing and statistical reason-

⁷The confidence-performance correlation has been shown to depend on task features such as average
performance (see, e.g., Koriat, 2012). Consequently, we caution against interpreting our findings across
the set of 15 tasks as being representative for alternative sets of tasks.
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ing; logic problems; errors in strategic reasoning (behavioral game theory); failure to
identify constrained optima; and various errors related to financial decision-making.
A central distinction between our selection of tasks and previous work comparing
collections of biases is that we deliberately avoided motivational, or preferences-related,
behavioral regularities, which motivate the majority of tasks studied in Stango and Zinman (2020) and Chapman et al. (2018). We avoided preference-oriented anomalies because our research questions require tasks in which there is a clearly identifiable “right
answer,” which is typicallly not available for preference anomalies. Like Stango and Zinman (2020), our set of tasks includes the gambler’s fallacy and exponential growth bias.
Our empirical measure of performance in each task is a binary indicator that codes
whether a response is (exactly) optimal, i.e., expected payoff-maximizing. Clearly, the
requirement that a response be exactly optimal is more demanding in some tasks than
in others for a variety of reasons, and we discuss the corresponding considerations in
Section 2.6.

2.3
2.3.1

Part 2: Social Institutions
Overview

Our goal in Part 2 is to understand to what degree common social institutions motivate
people to self-select out of participation in that institution. Our goal is not to exhaustively
cover every conceivable type of institution but, rather, to focus on a few maximally simple
institutions that are widely studied by economists. First, we selected two canonical types
of market institutions that each rely on a different classical idea about how markets can
filter out biases:
• Betting markets: A classical idea in economics is that well-informed bidders in
speculative markets will be incentivized to bet more aggressively than less wellinformed bidders, producing prices that efficiently aggregate information by putting
greater weight on higher quality information. In principle, this same mechanism
can apply also to traders with cognitive biases: to whatever degree confidence and
performance are correlated, less biased traders will have incentives to bid more
aggressively than more biased traders, producing prices that reflect the beliefs of
the former more than the latter.
• Allocative markets: A second classical idea in economics is that people who more
highly value products, resources and factor inputs will bid more for them in markets, causing markets to direct these resources to their most highly valued use. In
standard models (absent externalities), competitive prices do just this by efficiently
allocating goods to the subset of market participants who express the highest value
8

Table 1: Overview of cognitive tasks and associated biases
Task

Bias / Description
Information Processing and Statistical Reasoning

Base rate neglect (BRN)

Ignoring base rates when computing posteriors. ‡
Adaptation of taxi-cab problem from Tversky and Kahneman (1982).

Correlation neglect (CN)

Failing to account for non-independence of data in inference. ‡
Adaptation of tasks from Enke and Zimmermann (2019).

Balls-and-urns belief upd. (BU)

Failure to calculate Bayesian posterior. ‡
State probabilistic beliefs about which urn a colored ball is drawn from.

Gambler’s fallacy (GF)

Failing to properly attribute independence to iid draws. ◦
Coin flipping task adapted from Dohmen et al. (2009).

Sample size neglect (SSN)

Failing to account for effect of sample size on precision of data. ◦
Adaptation of hospital problem from KT (1972); Bar-Hillel (1979).

Regression to mean (RM)

Failing to account for noise / failure to recognize regression to the mean. ◦
Adaptation of task from Kahneman and Tversky (1973).

Acquiring-a-company (AC)

Failing to properly condition on contingencies, à la the Winner’s Curse. *
Bidding task against computer as in Charness and Levin (2009).
Logic

Wason task (WAS)

Failure to gather valuable evidence / positive hypothesis testing. ◦
Adaptation of 4-card task from Wason (1968).

Cognitive reflection test (CRT)

Following intuitive but misleading ‘System 1’ intuitions. ◦
Adaptation of Frederick (2005).
Strategic Reasoning

Backw. ind. / iter. reason. (IR)

Limited depth of reasoning in recursive reasoning problems. *
1-player beauty contest game, à la Bosch-Rosa and Meissner (2020).

Equilibrium reason. (EQ)

Failure to forecast effects of incentives in dominance solvable games. ◦
Identify higher earning payoff matrix, adapted from Dal Bó et al. (2018).
Constrained Optimization

Knapsack (KS)

Failure to identify optimal bundle in constrained optimization problem. *
Knapsack problems taken from Murawski and Bossaerts (2016).
Financial Reasoning

Thinking at the Margin (TM)

Thinking about average instead of marginal costs/benefits. *
Adaptation of marginal tax task from Rees-Jones and Taubinsky (2020).

Portfolio choice (PC)

Failure to construct efficient portfolios due to 1/N heuristic. *
Choose optimal portfolio vs. dominated 1/N portfolio.

Exponential growth bias (EGB)

Underestimate the exponential effects of compounding. †
Interest rate forecasting problem adapted from Levy and Tasoff (2016).

Notes. Symbols indicate Part 1 payoff function in experimental currency units (ECUs). *: payoffs correspond to
implied game payoffs as described in the task; ◦: 100 ECUs if optimal choice, nothing otherwise; †: 100-d and
‡: 100-3d where d = difference between response and expected payoff-maximizing / Bayesian response.

for goods in their bids. For example, if a resource is cognitively difficult to make
efficient use of (i.e., to put it to its most productive use), then if the confidenceperformance correlation is strongly positive, relatively unbiased agents will tend
to place higher value on the resource and thus outbid their competitors, acquiring
the resource and thereby protecting it from inefficient use by biased competitors.
9

To these market mechanisms, we add a generic institutional mechanism commonly
used to make decisions inside organizations:
• Committees: Committees inside organizations aggregate opinions informally through
discussion or formally through voting. Participants can often self-select out of this
aggregation simply by not raising their voice in discussion, not adding their judgment to the proceedings or abstaining from voting. This self-selection could cause
the commitee’s aggregate decision to be less biased than its average member.
Notice that each of these three types of institutions are influenced by self-selection
in distinct ways. In betting markets, agents are motivated to self-select out of the market
(to bet less aggressively) by a desire to avoid private losses due to mistaken judgments.
Potential institutional “filtering” occurs by improving the accuracy of the market price
relative to the price that would have emerged if all agents had bet equally aggressively.
In allocative markets, agents self-select out of the market by bidding less aggressively
in order to avoid acquiring items that they believe they cannot effectively extract value
from. Potential institutional filtering occurs by assigning resources to the least biased
participants in the market rather than to bidders at random. Finally, in committees,
agents are motivated to self-select out of the discussion by a fear that adding their judgments to the pool will worsen the group’s aggregate decision and thereby decrease their
own payoff. Potential institutional filtering occurs by producing aggregate decisions that
reflect the beliefs of only the most competent participants rather than the belief of the
average member of the committee.
In reality, all of these institutions potentially filter cognitive biases through many
“classical” mechanisms other than self-selection, including learning from feedback, arbitrage, experimentation and wealth dynamics. We do not intend to argue that these are
unimportant. However, for the sake of simplicity of the experimental design, we here
abstract away from all of them and focus on the self-selection mechanism.
2.3.2

Implementation and Institutional Details

For the experiment, we aimed to find the simplest possible version of these institutions:
(i) implementations that are static and require only a single, simple decision from each
participant and (ii) implementations in which the self-selection decision can be represented for subjects in a very similar fashion.
Betting Markets: Parimutuel Betting. We implemented a parimutuel betting market –
a particularly simple betting institution. In it, betters submit monetary bets on multiple
securities, only one of which will turn out to be valuable. The total money bet is then redistributed to betters on the winning security in proportion to the amount each of those
10

agents bet. A canonical example for parimutuel betting markets is horse-race betting.
However, there are also direct analogies to financial markets, where betters bet on one
of multiple mutually exclusive states of the world, such as whether an asset will increase
or decrease in value. Indeed, parimutuel betting markets are frequently implemented in
laboratory experiments because of their simplicity and appealing resemblance to realworld markets (e.g., Plott et al., 2003).
In our implementation, participants were informed that a cohort of 9 other subjects
in the study completed exactly the same Part 1 cognitive task as they did and that the
ten participants would be grouped together into a betting market on their answers to
these questions. In each of these Part 2 markets, each participant is endowed with 100
points (ECUs). The subject’s task is to decide how many of those 100 points (if any)
to bet on the proposition that her own Part 1 response was optimal. This decision was
implemented using a simple slider that ranged from 0 to 100, with no default value, see
Online Appendix Figure 7 for an example screenshot.
The performance metric of interest in the betting market is the price of the security
that is linked to the optimal Part 1 decision. Denoting the points bet by participant i as
bi and x i as an indicator that equals 1 if the participant’s Part 1 choice was optimal, the
parimutuel price for this asset is given by:
P10
i=1

θ Bet t ing = P10

x i bi

b
i=1 i

∈ [0, 1]

(1)

Notice that this price simply amounts to a re-weighting of individual Part 1 decisions, x i ,
as a function of how many points each individual bets. For example, if all market participants bet the same amount (no self-selection occurs), then the market price will simply
equal the raw optimality rate, x, for the cohort. On the other hand, if only participants
who make the optimal decision in Part 1 actually bet, the market price will equal one –
the same price that would occur if all participants in the cohort were in fact unbiased.
In our analyses, we can therefore easily gauge institutional filtering by comparing this
price with the raw fraction of optimal Part 1 responses.
Individual payoffs are determined as follows. If a subject’s Part 1 decision was not
optimal, all points bet are lost and the subject only keeps the remaining endowment. If
the subject’s Part 1 decision was optimal, the subject’s bonus is given by
Bet t ing

πi

=

bi
θ Bet t ing

+ (100 − bi )

(2)

As a result, a subject is guaranteed to earn back at least what she bet (if their Part 1
decision was optimal), and the bonus is higher the more points are bet by subjects who
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did not take the optimal Part 1 decision.
Allocative Markets: Discriminatory Auctions. For allocative markets, we implemented
a sealed bid “discriminatory auction,” a natural extension of a first-price auction to a
setting with multiple winners. Specifically, in a group of 10, each subject receives an
endowment of 100 ECU and decides how many to bid using a slider, see Online Appendix
Figure 9. The five highest bidders win the auction and pay their own bid.⁸ In exchange,
the winners receive a bonus of 100 ECU if and only if their own Part 1 decision was
optimal. Under standard assumptions, there is a symmetric and monotone equilibrium
for discriminatory auctions that implements an efficient allocation to the M highest value
bidders (Krishna, 2009, p.179). Intuitively, participants who believe that their Part 1
decision was incorrect have little incentive to bid.
The performance metric of interest in allocative markets is the optimality rate in the
subset of participants who win the auction. Denoting the set of winners Ω:
P
θ

Auc t ion

i∈Ω

=

xi

5

(3)

If no self-selection occurs (if everyone bids the same amount), resources will be assigned
randomly and the expected performance will be x, the raw optimality rate in the cohort.
On the other hand, if five optimal participants submit the five highest bids, the performance metric will be one – the same value that would occur if all participants in the
cohort were unbiased. In our analyses, we can, again, compare this outcome of the auction to the raw Part 1 optimality rates.
Committees: Utilitarian Voting. Once again, subjects were assigned to groups of 10.
Each participant was endowed with 100 votes, any number of which a subject could
submit for their own Part 1 decision (the remainder are unused). These votes can be
interpreted either as literal votes or instead as the intensity with which a participant
argues in favor of her Part 1 solution (e.g., the number of minutes she chooses to spend
arguing in a group discussion). This decision was again represented using a simple slider,
see Online Appendix Figure 8.
The institutional performance metric of interest is the fraction of votes placed on the
optimal decision. Denoting by vi subject i’s number of votes:
P10
i=1

θ C ommi t t ee = P10

x i vi

v
i=1 i

∈ [0, 1]

(4)

⁸If there are multiple fifth-highest bidders, the auction randomly selects from among the relevant set.
The main reason we implemented a discriminatory auction with five winners rather than a single-unit
auction with only one is that with five winners the performance of the institution can be more precisely
estimated and doesn’t rely as much on random noise in who happens to be the highest bidder.
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All subjects in a group made the same profit, πCi ommi t t ee = 100 × θ C ommi t ee . As a result,
it doesn’t matter for a subject’s payoff whether she submitted votes herself, or that her
own Part 1 decision was optimal. This captures a group decision process in which each
member of a team has a common interest in the quality of the group’s decision.
Note that although the incentives in committees are very different from those in
parimutuel betting, the performance metric, θ , is calculated in an identical way as a
function of subjects’ institutional decisions. Just as in betting, if there is no self-selection
(if all participants submit the same number of votes for their choices), this will just be
equal to the raw optimality rate in the committee. However, if only optimal decision
makers vote, the performance metric will be equal to one.

2.4

Measuring Confidence

Throughout the paper, confidence is defined as the strength of belief in (the probability
assigned to) the ex-ante optimality (rationality) of one’s decision. We implement simple
binary notions of optimality, such that a given Part 1 answer can unambiguously be
classified as objectively correct or false.
In principle, there are two different designs in which subjects’ confidence can be
elicited. First, one could elicit confidence from the same set of subjects that also make
institutional decisions (“within-subjects design”). Second, one could elicit confidence in
a “between-subjects design,” in which those subjects who report their confidence never
make any institutional decisions, and vice versa. The two potential designs each have
strengths and weaknesses. A within-subjects design has the advantage that it allows the
researcher to directly observe the individual-level link between confidence and institutional behavior. This is important because a main assumption underlying this paper is
that institutional decisions indeed at least partly reflect confidence. At the same time,
a within-subjects design has the disadvantage that it potentially introduces consistency
concerns: subjects may make institutional decisions that are in line with their previouslystated confidence not because this is what they truly desire but because they desire to
appear consistent vis-a-vis the experimenter.
On the other hand, a between-subjects design introduces non-trivial measurement
error. If we relate the institutional improvements observed in one sample of subjects
with the confidence-performance correlations observed in another, the correlation will
be attenuated in any finite sample because because of the attempt to link behaviors
from two different groups of people. Moreover, a between-subjects design does not allow us to observe the individual-level link between confidence and institutional action.
Given these considerations, we implement both types of experiments; see Table 2 for an
overview of the resulting treatment design.
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Between-subjects design.

For this we run an additional treatment, Confidence, that fol-

lows the same outline as the institutions treatments discussed above, consisting of two
parts. After each Part 1 task, the subject is asked the exact same confidence question
for all 15 tasks throughout the study, which closely follows prior work (e.g., Enke and
Graeber, 2021a,b). The instructions introduce the idea of an “optimal decision” to subjects, which we define as “the decision that maximizes your earnings, on average.”⁹ The
confidence question then asks: “How certain are you that your decision in Part 1 was optimal?”. The instructions further clarify for subjects that they are supposed to indicate
the percent chance that they think their decision was optimal. Subjects used a slider to
enter a value between 0% and 100%, with no initialization for the slider, see Online
Appendix Figure 10. Following the classification of confidence types offered by Moore
and Healy (2008), we note that our confidence measurement is binary and therefore
includes two types of confidence, “placement” (belief in one’s ability) and “precision”
(confidence in the accuracy of beliefs).
A main design objective for us is to make our insights about the predictability of
institutional filtering based on confidence data portable and scalable to different experiments and surveys. Thus, we designed the confidence elicitation to be as simple as
possible, which means that we deliberately do not financially incentivize it. To the degree that this produces noisier data than an incentivized elicitation would, our results
provide a lower bound estimate of the role of the confidence-performance correlation
for institutional filtering.
Within-subjects design.

Treatments Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within

consisted of three parts each. In Part 1, subjects again solved a cognitive task. In Part
2, they indicated their confidence as described above (unincentivized). In Part 3, they
made an incentivized institutional decision.

2.5

Incentives

Given the large variety of tasks that we deploy, the payment procedures necessarily need
to differ across cognitive tasks. As summarized in Table 1, we can partition the cognitive tasks into three sets: (i) those that have a natural implied game payoff, such as the
profit from one’s bid in the acquiring-a-company game; (ii) tasks that have an objectively
correct (rational) solution and that feature discrete response options, such as Wason’s
⁹In our main experiments, the confidence elicitation screen for each task additionally specifies the
definition of “optimal.” For example, in the Knapsack problem, the elicitation screen specifies that “Your
decision is optimal if it maximizes your earnings.”, while in the balls-and-urns belief updating task we
specify that “Your decision is optimal if it corresponds to the statistically-correct option given the information you are provided.” We implemented a robustness treatment in which we measure confidence without
this additional explanation, with effectively identical results.
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Table 2: Overview of experimental treatments

Treatment

Elicitations

No. of subjects

Betting

Cognitive task; parimutuel betting

387

Auction

Cognitive task; discriminatory auction

323

Committee

Cognitive task; committee voting

337

Confidence

Cognitive task; confidence

334

Betting Within

Cognitive task; confidence; parimutuel betting

105

Auction Within

Cognitive task; confidence; discriminatory auction

105

Committee Within

Cognitive task; confidence; committee voting

104

Notes. The table lists the main treatments that are used for empirical analyses throughout the paper. Further
robustness treatments are reported throughout the paper as they become relevant.

selection task; and (iii) tasks that have a rational solution and (nearly) continuous response scales, such as a balls-and-urns belief elicitation experiment. As a result, we also
deploy three types of scoring rules. Based on the insight of Danz et al. (2020) that simple scoring rules are most effective in inducing truth-telling, our overarching goal was
to keep the incentive structure relatively simple and transparent. Online Appendix F
provides the details for each task.
In tasks of type (i), payoffs follow immediately from the description of a game. In
tasks of type (ii), subjects received 100 ECU if their response was correct and nothing
otherwise. In tasks of type (iii), we deployed simple linear scoring rules with maximum
payoffs of 100 ECU, such as π = max{100 − 3d; 0}, where d is the distance between
the subject’s guess and the rational response. In total, subjects in the Confidence treatment made 15 incentivized decisions, while subjects in the other conditions made 30
incentivized choices. For each subject, one randomly selected decision was paid out.
Treatments Betting, Auction, Committee and Confidence were implemented at the
same time and subjects were randomized into these four treatments. To investigate
whether our results are sensitive to financial incentives, we implemented our experiments with two slightly different stake sizes. 596 subjects took part in the experiment
with an exchange rate of $5 per 100 ECU earned, while for the remaining 785 subjects
it was $10 per 100 ECU. Given that we do not find significant differences in rates of optimality in Part 1 or in correlations between Part 1 and Part 2 decisions across these two
sets of subjects, we pool the data in what follows. We did not pre-register predictions
about the potential effects of the stake size variation. Treatments Betting Within, Auction
Within and Committee Within were likewise randomized within experimental sessions
with a stake size of $5 per 100 ECU earned.
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2.6

Optimality and Confidence

Given the wide variety of cognitive biases that we study, many formal features of the
underlying tasks (response scale, incentive structure, stochasticity of the environment)
vary. We here discuss why this is irrelevant from the perspective of our objective of
measuring the confidence-performance correlation.
First, we opted for a binary definition of optimality that allows us to use the same
performance metric across tasks. Through pilots, we verified that none of our tasks generates a large mass of responses close-to-but-different-from the optimal response. Thus,
the results are virtually identical if we instead code responses within a small window
around the optimal response as optimal. Nonetheless, the requirement that a response be
exactly optimal is more demanding in tasks that have continuous response scales rather
than a discrete (e.g., binary) response scale. This might affect optimality rates in a task.
However, this is fine for our purposes because our interest is not variation in the level
of performance (or confidence) across tasks but instead in the confidence-performance
correlation. For example, it is likely the case that subjects’ confidence is mechanically
higher in tasks that have response scales with only a few potential response options, yet
for the same reason optimality rates will also be higher.
Second, and relatedly, the steepness of the incentives varies with the cardinality of
the response scales and other features of the tasks. Again, this may affect the level of
performance, but our interest is only in the confidence-performance correlation.
Third, some tasks are deterministic, while others have stochastic environments. When
a task has a stochastic state, we elicit confidence about the ex-ante optimality of the decision. Thus, confidence always captures the perceived proficiency of solving a task given the
available information, rather than imperfect information at the time of the decision. As
a result, confidence always applies to the same notion of ex-ante optimality. Notice that
this implies that confidence is different from the variance of one’s beliefs. For instance,
it is perfectly possible for a person to be fully confident that her beliefs are Bayesian,
even when those beliefs exhibit strictly positive variance.

2.7

Logistics

All experiments were conducted on Prolific. We pre-registered that our experiments
would be conducted using Prolific’s “representative sample” option. However, this considerably slowed down data collection, so that we quickly switched to Prolific’s general
respondent pool. Average earnings in our experiments were $11.82 for a study that took
33 minutes, on average. Depending on the treatment, this includes a $4–6 participation
fee. These average earnings are considerably higher than an hourly wage of $9.60 that
is recommended by Prolific. All experimental data were collected in June 2021.
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We took two steps to ensure high data quality. First, the initial screen in the study
consisted of an attention check. Second, subjects in all treatments completed a comprehension check that consisted of four questions. Any prospective participant who failed
the attention check or answered one or more comprehension checks incorrectly was
immediately routed out of the study and does not count towards the number of preregistered completes. See Online Appendix F for the comprehension check questions in
all treatments.
We pre-registered two aspects of our experiments at https://aspredicted.org/
hg4zi.pdf. First, we pre-registered that we would sample 1,400 subjects across our

four between-subjects treatments, with random assignment within each experimental
session. Because slightly fewer subjects passed our comprehension checks than we anticipated, our final sample for the between-subjects treatments consists of 1,381 subjects.
Second, we pre-registered that we would conduct three types of analyses: (i) the performance improvement that is caused by an institution, (ii) the relationship between
confidence and institutional choices across tasks and (iii) the extent to which the correlation between performance and confidence predicts for which tasks we observe larger
institutional improvements.

3

Framework and Hypotheses

This section lays out a simple empirical framework. The purpose of this framework is
to derive hypotheses for our experiment and provide guidance for our analysis, rather
than to serve as a general micro-founded model of how confidence determines behavior
across institutional environments.
Self-selection and institutional filtering.

Suppose that each of N agents forms a judg-

ment about the solution to a cognitive task. Agent i’s solution is optimal (correct), X i = 1,
with probability pi and incorrect, X i = 0, with probability (1 − pi ). Aggregate preinstitutional performance in the cognitive task is given by the raw rate of optimality
P
in the N -agent cohort: Θ pr e = N1 i X i ∈ [0, 1]. Θ pr e is a random variable with mean
P
θ pr e ≡ E[Θ pr e ] = N1 i pi . The agents next participate in a social institution, making
an institutional decision, ki ∈ [0, 1]. These decisions represent bids in auctions, bets in
betting markets and number of votes in committees. This institutional decision, ki , is a
measure of the agent’s degree of self-selection into the institution: a higher ki means that
the institutionally determined outcome will be more strongly affected by the optimality
of agent i’s own task response.
Let Θ post ∈ [0, 1] be a performance metric produced by the institution (e.g., the
vote share for the optimal option, the price of the ex post optimal security etc.), and let
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θ post ≡ E[Θ post ] denote the mean of that metric. We can compare this to the same metric
calculated under the assumption that no self-selection occurs (i.e., ki = k j , ∀i, j). In our
setting, this is just equal to θ pr e , the raw rate of optimality in the cohort. We define

G=θ

post

− θ pr e as a measure of “expected institutional filtering” due to self-selection.

It will be positive if institutions produce performance metrics as if the population of
participants are more rational than they actually are.
This institutional filtering depends on the distribution of self-selection in the population. The way this dependence works varies slightly across the institutions we consider.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, for Betting and Committees the metric of interest is
P
post
i
θ bet,com = P

ki pi
i

ki

.

(5)

In Betting, θ post corresponds to the expected price produced by the parimutuel betting
institution for an asset linked to the optimal decision; in Committee, θ post is the expected
vote share for the optimal decision. Institutional filtering is given by
P
post

G bet,com = θ bet,com − θ pr e =

i pi ki − k̄

N k̄


.

(6)

This expression directly depends on self-selection: it is positive if and only if the betterperforming agents bet more or submit more votes, i.e., if those with higher pi bet more
or submit more votes than the average subject in the cohort.
For auctions, institutional performance is the optimality rate of the subset Ω of decision makers who won the auction. The expected institutional gain follows as:

G

auc

post
= θauc
− θ pr e =

1 X
1X
pj −
pi .
|W | j∈Ω
N i

(7)

Thus, the auction leads to an improved aggregate outcome if the winners of the auction
on average exhibit better expected performance on the task.

G

Self-selection and confidence. The above shows that institutional filtering ( ) is proximally shaped by self-selection, ki . Our hypothesis is that this institutional filtering is
ultimately shaped by the confidence in one’s decisions, ci . Under this assumption, two
relationships are crucial:
1. The relationship, β, between confidence, ci , and expected task performance, pi .
2. The relationship, ω, between confidence, ci , and institutional decisions, ki .
Our experiment allows us to empirically measure both of these relationships, and to
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relate them to the efficacy of institutions at reducing bias. Suppose for simplicity that
confidence is linearly related to decision quality as follows:1⁰
ci = α + β · pi

(8)

Rather than viewing eq. (8) as a behavioral micro-foundation of confidence statements,
we interpret it as a linear approximation of the aggregate relationship between subjective confidence and expected performance, akin to standard calibration curves. Throughout the paper, we refer to the relationship between confidence and performance as
confidence-performance correlation. Average overconfidence (in this setting a metric which
combines overestimation and overprecision), d ≡ c̄ − p̄ = α + (β − 1)p̄, is a function of
both α and β.
The expression in eq. (8) highlights that confidence could be miscalibrated in two
distinct ways. First, even if performance and confidence change one-for-one (β = 1),
there may be average over- or underconfidence, d 6= 0. Second, even if there is no
average over- or underconfidence (d = 0), variation in confidence across individuals
might imperfectly reflect actual variation in underlying performance, β 6= 1. Here, a
negative relationship, β < 0, implies that better-performing agents are, on average, less
confident. Our main observation will be that β is essential for predicting whether or not
a social institution filters biases.
Next, suppose that institutional self-selection has an approximately linear relationship with confidence:
ki = ω · ci ∈ [0, 1].

(9)

Here, ω captures the degree to which self-selection, ki , actually depends on confidence
as opposed to other considerations. For instance, as discussed below, institutional decisions may be partly governed by risk aversion or higher-order beliefs about others’
confidence.
These relationships allow us to derive a pre-registered prediction about the relation-

G

ship between institutional filtering ( ) and a summary statistic of the distribution of
confidence.11
Prediction 1. (i) If the within-task relationship between performance and confidence is

G > 0). (ii) In-

positive (β > 0), institutional performance improvements are positive (

1⁰Both this formulation for ci and the one for the institutional action ki below are linear approximations
that will fail close to the boundaries of zero and one. We choose this modeling strategy purely for the
sake of simplicity. Going forward, we assume that α, β and ω are all such that ci ∈ (0, 1) and ki ∈ (0, 1).
11All predictions that we state depend crucially on the assumption that ω > 0, i.e., that more confident agents make more intensive institutional choices, which we test and strongly confirm below. In the
following predictions, we also make the weak assumption that α > 0, which says that, for an objective
probability of being correct of zero, people’s average subjective probability that they are correct is strictly
larger than zero.
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stitutional performance improvements,
performance and confidence, β.

G, increase in the within-task correlation between

The prediction holds strictly for Betting and Committee. In these institutions, the
precise number of submitted bets or votes matters for the institutional outcome. The
prediction holds weakly for Auction because only the ordering of bids matters in that
case. All proofs are relegated to Appendix B.
Much of the prior literature focuses on average overconfidence (average overestimation and/or overprecision) in a task. In contrast, our prediction highlights that the degree
to which self-selection produces institutional improvements depends on the confidenceperformance correlation across agents (the slope between confidence and performance).
The following prediction clarifies the role of average overconfidence (again, here, a statistic that combines overestimation and overprecision). In contrast to the first prediction
above, this one was not pre-registered, but we test it in ancillary analyses for the sake
of completeness.
Prediction 2. The effect of mean overconfidence, d, on institutional performance improvements,

G, is ambiguous. Specifically, (i) there is no relationship in Auctions; and (ii) in

Betting and Committees, the effect can be positive or negative. If β > 0, the effect of an
increase in d is weakly negative.

As we will see below, while our cognitive tasks differ widely in β (with some positive
and some negative), the average correlation is positive. We therefore expect a weak
negative relationship between average overconfidence and institutional filtering. To see
the intuition for why average overconfidence should not exhibit a clear relationship with
institutional filtering, consider the auction. Suppose that the confidence of all agents was
exogenously increased by the same amount, such that average overconfidence increases.
Then, the bid of all agents will also increase by the same amount. This, however, does
not change the resulting allocation, which only depends on who bids more rather than
on how much. In Betting and Committees, the intuition is a bit more involved because
the parimutuel market price and the average vote share are not linear in people’s bets
and votes. As a result, a uniform confidence shift can under certain conditions lead to
a performance decrease (if the confidence shift implies that the bets and votes of more
error-prone people increase more strongly in percentage terms).
Variation across institutions.

It is conceivable that the importanve of the confidence-

performance correlation for filtering out errors varies across the different institutions
that we study. For instance, in committee voting, higher-order beliefs about the cognitive performance and confidence of others are important components of the strategic
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environment and should theoretically compete with an agent’s own confidence in shaping her institutional choices. Similarly, in parimutuel betting, the mapping between bets
and confidence may vary due to heterogeneous tolerance for risk. All of these mechanisms could lead ω to differ across institutions, such that the confidence-performance
correlation matters more in some than in other institutions.
At the same time, there are also two reasons to expect that theoretical differences
in the strategic environments across institutions do not translate into differences in how
much confidence-performance correlation matters. First, we designed our experiments
with the objective in mind to keep the institutions and self-selection decision as simple
and similar as possible. For instance, in all three institutions, subjects’ decision is essentially given by navigating a slider between 0 and 100 to indicate how intensively they
would like to act in the market / auction / committee. It is plausible that this design
choice attenuates or even eliminates differences across institutions.
Second, there is much evidence from experimental game theory that suggests that
people often do not engage in the type of higher-order thinking that could generate variation in ω across institutions. Indeed, it is not obvious why, in practice, people would
exhibit the cognitive sophistication to solve for the equilibrium of an institutional mechanism in Part 2 if they don’t have the cognitive sophistication to solve the Part 1 cognitive
task in the first place. It is therefore ultimately an empirical question whether and how
institutions differ in the filtering they produce, and how this depends on the confidenceperformance correlation.

4

Institutional Improvement Across Cognitive Tasks

Unsurprisingly, the cognitive task performance and institutional improvements observed
in the between-subjects and the within-subjects treatments are very similar to one another. For the sake of brevity, we here present the results from the between-subjects
treatments and always refer the reader to corresponding analyses for the within-subjects
treatments in the Online Appendix.

4.1

Performance Across Tasks and Subjects

The average of optimal Part 1 responses across all tasks in treatments Betting, Auction,
Committee and Confidence is 28%. Figure 1 shows sizable variation in the performance
across the 15 cognitive tasks. While the optimality rates for 9 out of 15 tasks is clustered
between 14% and 30%, the total range spans from <10% to >80%.12 Online Appendix

12Online Appendix Figure 25 provides an analogous analysis for the within-subjects treatments.
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Figure 1: Fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task (Part 1 decision), separately for each task in
treatments Betting, Auction, Committee and Confidence. N = 1, 381 participants completed each of the
15 tasks in individually randomized order. The tasks and the corresponding definitions of an optimal
response are described in Appendices A and F. Whiskers indicate standard errors of the binomial mean.
See Table 1 for task codes.

Figure 13 provides a complementary subject-level perspective by showing a CDF of the
number of optimal Part 1 decisions per subject.

4.2

Which Errors do Social Institutions Filter?

Recall from Section 3 that institutions will tend to filter out errors if participants who
get a Part 1 task wrong bet less, bid less, or submit fewer votes in Part 2. Figure 2 shows
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for Part 2 choices (ki ), separately for subjects
who did (“optimal”) and who did not (“suboptimal”) solve the corresponding Part 1 task
optimally. Pooling across the 15 cognitive tasks, the CDF of optimal responses always
first-order stochastically dominates that of suboptimal responses in all three institutions.
The average difference in institutional decisions is slightly more pronounced in Betting
(64.8 average bet for optimal Part 1 decisions and 47.4 for suboptimal, a difference of
37%) than in Committee (75 average votes for optimal vs. 57.9 for suboptimal, 29%), or
Auction (56.4 average bid for optimal vs. 43.6 for suboptimal, difference of 29%).13
These patterns immediately imply that, on average across tasks, self-selection is positive: all of our institutions filter errors to some extent. Our primary interest, however,
is in which tasks institutions lead to a performance improvement, and by how much. To
this effect, Figure 3 shows institutional improvements in performance, separately for
each cognitive task. We calculate the percentage point improvement in, for example,
market prices in the betting market, relative to the counterfactual in which no selection
occurs (which, recall, is simply equal to the raw Part 1 optimality rate in each of our
13Online Appendix Figure 26 provides an analogous analysis for the within-subjects treatments.
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Figure 2: Institutional choices (Part 2 decisions), split by whether the response to the corresponding cognitive task (Part 1 decision) was optimal. For each institution, empirical cumulative distribution functions
are displayed. The tasks and the corresponding definitions of an optimal response are described in Appendices A and F. Based on N = 4, 845 Part 2 decisions in the Auction condition, N = 5, 805 in Betting
and N = 5, 055 in Committee, pooled across 15 different cognitive tasks. The fraction of optimal Part 1
decisions is 29% in Betting, 28% in Auction and 28% in Committee.

institutions). To take a simple example, suppose that in a given task the Part 1 optimality rate is 50%. Further suppose that, in the committee institution, those five subjects
that got the task right each submit 100 votes, that one subject that got the task wrong
also submits 100 votes and that all other subjects submit no votes. In this example, the
institutional improvement is given by (500/600 − 0.5) · 100 = 33 percentage points.
An immediate takeaway from Figure 3 is that there is large variation in improvement
rates across tasks for all institutions. For example, in EGB (exponential growth bias) and
IR (iterated reasoning / backward induction), aggregate error rates decrease substantially in all institutions, but they do not get filtered or even amplify in tasks such as EQ
(equilibrium reasoning), AC (acquiring-a-company), RM (regression to the mean), BRN
(base rate neglect) or CN (correlation neglect).1⁴
These patterns suggest that the relationship between Part 1 responses and Part 2
behavior – who self-selects in institutional decisions – varies substantially across tasks.
In some tasks, selection is positive, meaning that it is mostly people who make suboptimal decisions that select out. In other tasks, however, optimal and suboptimal decision
makers make roughly the same Part 2 decisions, such that selection can even be negative. Indeed, the within-task correlation between bids/bets/votes and optimality ranges
1⁴Online Appendix Figure 27 provides an analogous analysis for the within-subjects treatments.
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Figure 3: Performance improvement through institutions across tasks. Percentage point improvement is
computed as the aggregate performance of the institutional summary statistic minus the raw fraction of
optimal responses in a cognitive task. The institutional summary statistics are given by the parimutuel
market price in Betting, the average rate of bias among the set of winners in the Auction and the vote
share for the optimal decision in Committee. The aggregate performance is based on 10,000 randomly
constructed ten-subject cohorts for each institution, taking the mean over all samples. Based on N = 323
participants in the Auction condition, N = 387 in Betting and N = 337 in Committee. One-standard
error bars are conservatively calculated as the ratio of the standard deviations of improvements over
these random cohorts divided by the square root of the number of cohorts available in the dataset (e.g.,
387/10=38.7 in Betting). See Table 1 for task codes.

from r = −0.12 in Acquiring-a-Company (AC) bets to r = 0.49 in Exponential Growth
Bias (EGB) bets, see Online Appendix Figure 16.
Although there is some variation in which tasks are most and least improved across
institutions, there is for the most part strong agreement. If a given cognitive bias does
or does not get filtered to a great degree by one institution, then it also does or does
not get filtered to a great degree in the other institutions. The pairwise correlations in
improvements between institutions range from 0.85 to 0.91. This striking commonality
across different institutions suggests that the differential patterns of institutional filter24

ing across cognitive biases is not driven by random noise or institutional peculiarities.
Rather, the uniformity of results suggests that the across-task variation in institutional
filtering is rooted in characteristics of the biases themselves.
Efficiency of institutions. Our main measure of institutional improvement is a measure of absolute improvement. An alternative is to consider the efficiency of institutions
in reducing biases: what fraction of the theoretically possible improvement is realized,
given the actual distribution of performance. This measure is of interest because in our
institutional groups of ten subjects each, it will sometimes happen that even if a social
planner selected the most competent players, the post-institution performance would
not be 100% because not enough subjects actually get the task right. In Betting and
Committee, at least one out of ten subjects needs to get a task right in order for the theoretically possible post-institutional performance to be 100%, yet this is not always the
case. In Auctions, we awarded the right to a bonus to five out of ten participants, so that
the institutional performance metric can only equal one if at least five participants get a
task right, which happens relatively rarely. To account for this, we compute an efficiency
metric of improvement. This measure is given by the fraction of the theoretically possible improvement (given the distribution of performance among subjects) that is actually
achieved by an institution.
Online Appendix Figure 14 shows that the efficiency of the institutions in reducing
bias also strongly varies across tasks. For example, in the Auction treatment, the institution’s efficiency ranges from -0.15% for acquiring-a-company to 0.70% for iterated
reasoning. We conclude from this exercise that the efficiency of canonical economic institutions strongly depends on the particular cognitive bias.

5
5.1

The Role of the Confidence-Performance Correlation
Confidence Across Subjects and Tasks

Pooling across all 15 cognitive tasks in treatment Confidence, we find that optimal decisions are associated with higher confidence. Average confidence in the pool of optimal decisions is 76%, while it is 64% in the pool of suboptimal decisions, see Online
Appendix Figure 15. As in previous work, we find that individual-level heterogeneity in
confidence is correlated with demographics, see Online Appendix Table 4: (i) people are
overconfident on average; (ii) men are more overconfident than women; and (iii) subjects with lower performance are more overconfident than those with high performance
(the “Dunning-Kruger effect”, Kruger and Dunning (1999)). These familiar correlations
suggest that we are effectively measuring confidence using our unincentivized question.
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Figure 4: Within-task correlation between the optimality of a response to a cognitive task (Part 1 decision)
and stated confidence, separately for each task in treatment Confidence. Displayed are Pearson correlation
coefficients, based on N = 334 participants. The definitions of an optimal response in each task are
provided in Online Appendix A. Whiskers indicate standard errors of the estimated correlation coefficients.
See Table 1 for task codes.

Our main interest, however, is not in the rate of overconfidence in the population.
Rather, based on our theoretical framework, our main interest is in the variation of the
performance-confidence correlation. Figure 4 shows the within-task correlation between
Part 1 optimality and Part 2 confidence across our 15 tasks. We see large variation across
tasks. In no task is the Pearson correlation coefficient north of r = 0.5, and in six tasks
the correlation is actually negative, meaning that, if anything, sub-optimal respondents
tend to be more certain that they solved the task correctly. This is true in particular for
RM (misattribution of regression to the mean) and TM (thinking at the margin rather
than the average in a tax minimization problem), for which we can statistically reject
the hypothesis of no correlation between confidence and optimality. Online Appendix
Figure 28 presents an analogous analysis for the within-subjects treatments.
Measurement error.

As in any experiment with a finite sample, some of the across-

task variation in the confidence-performance correlation that is displayed in Figure 4
will reflect measurement error. The figure clarifies this by displaying standard errors of
the estimated correlation coefficients between confidence and optimality.
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Because we view the documentation of across-task differences in the confidenceperformance correlation (and its predictive power for institutional filtering) as one of
the main contributions of this paper, we investigate through simulations how likely it is
that the entirety of the variation across tasks could be spurious and driven by random
noise. To this effect, we implement the following procedure. In treatment Confidence,
we take as given the empirical marginal distributions of both confidence and optimality
in each task. We then randomly scramble these two variables such that, in expectation, in each task, the confidence-optimality correlation is identical and equal to zero
(what matters is not that the expected confidence-performance correlation is zero in all
tasks, only that it is identical across tasks). Because in any given simulation the actual
confidence-optimality correlation in any given task will not be zero (due to the finite
sample of 334 subjects), these simulations tell us what degree of across-task variation
in the confidence-optimality correlation will purely result from noise in finite samples.
We implement this procedure 10,000 times and analyze how the resulting distribution
of across-task variations compares to our actually observed across-task variation. Specifically, we consider how the observed across-task standard deviation (and range) of the
confidence-optimality correlation compares with the simulated distribution. Online Appendix Figures 17 and 18 show the details. We find that the empirically observed standard deviation and range are substantially larger than in every single simulation. This
suggests that the probability that random noise generates the entire across-task variation in Figure 4 is essentially zero.

5.2

The Confidence-Performance Correlation and Institutional Improvement

Our hypothesis is that the sign and magnitude of the optimality-confidence correlation
illustrated in Figure 4 is predictive of institutional improvement. As discussed in Section 2.4, this question can be analyzed in both a within-subjects and a between-subjects
design. Figure 5 shows the results for both approaches.
In the left panel (between-subjects data), the vertical axis shows the magnitude of
institutional improvement in percentage points, averaged across treatments Betting, Auction and Committee. The horizontal axis shows the within-task correlation between optimality and confidence in treatment Confidence. Thus, in this figure, we predict the institutional improvement observed in one sample of subjects with the confidence-performance
correlation observed in another sample of subjects.
In the right panel (within-subjects data), the vertical axis and horizontal axes show
the same quantities as discussed above, except that they are all derived from treatments
Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. Thus, we here predict the institu27

tional improvement observed in one sample of subjects with the confidence-performance
correlation of those same subjects.
We make two main observations. First, the figures visually confirm our hypothesis. In
tasks with a strong confidence-performance correlation, the institutional improvement
is large. This is the case for tasks such as exponential growth bias, iterated reasoning
and gambler’s fallacy. Opposite patterns hold for attribution (understanding regression
to the mean), thinking at the margin, correlation neglect and equilibrium reasoning.
Second, these patterns are slightly more pronounced in the within-subjects data. In the
between-subjects data, the Pearson correlation between institutional improvement and
the confidence-optimality correlation is r = 0.76, while it is r = 0.93 in the withinsubjects data.
Note that because we generally estimate both the confidence-performance correlation and the institutional improvement with random noise, the patterns displayed in
Figure 5 are likely to be attenuated relative to their true magnitudes by standard measurement error arguments. Indeed, as discussed in Section 2.4, through this lens it is also
unsurprising to see that the visual link between confidence-performance correlation and
institutional improvement is stronger in the within-subjects treatments because in any
finite sample the between-subjects approach necessarily introduces additional measurement error relative to the within-subjects treatments because institutional improvement
and confidence-performance correlation are observed in different samples of people. In
any case, as we hypothesized, the relationship between institutional improvement and
confidence-performance correlation is always strong.
Variation across institutions. An immediate question is whether the predictability
of institutional improvement through the confidence-performance correlation is similar
across the different institutions that we study. For both the between- and the withinsubjects data, we find that this is indeed the case. The correlations between institutional
improvement and confidence-performance correlation are r auction = 0.69, r betting = 0.73,
r committee = 0.77, r auction within = 0.9, r betting within = 0.9 and r committee within = 0.91, see
Online Appendix Figures 20 and 30. There are two different interpretations of this similarity across institutions, both of which we embrace. A first is that this result is surprising
because – from a theoretical perspective – it is conceivable that confidence matters to
a different quantitative degree in some institutions than in others. A second interpretation, however, is that this similarity is unsurprising because we specifically designed the
institutions to be as simple as possible, including that the self-selection decision is very
similar implementation-wise across institutions (a slider between 0 and 100).
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Figure 5: Confidence-performance correlation and institutional improvement. The left panel shows the
results for the between-subjects treatments and the right panel those for the within-subjects treatments.
In the left panel, the horizontal axis shows the within-task correlation between confidence and optimality
in treatment Confidence. The vertical axis shows the average institutional improvement across treatments
Betting, Auction and Committee. In the right panel, we show analogous quantities, except that they are
all derived from treatments Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. Percentage point improvement is computed as the aggregate performance of the institutional summary statistic minus the raw
fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task, averaged across institutions. The institutional summary
statistics are given by the parimutuel market price in Betting, the average rate of bias among the set of
winners in the Auction and the vote share for the optimal decision in Committee. The aggregate performance is based on 10,000 randomly constructed ten-subject cohorts for each institution, taking the mean
over all samples. See Table 1 for task codes.

Mechanism: Confidence and institutional self-selection.

Our hypothesis for why the

confidence-optimality correlation is so strongly predictive of the magnitude of institutional improvement is that more confident subjects are more likely to behave aggressively in the institution: that they bet less, bid lower amounts, and submit fewer votes.
Through the lens of our conceptual framework in Section 3, this amounts to saying
that ω > 0. In our within-subjects treatments, we can directly test this assumption. Online Appendix Figure 29 shows binned scatterplots of institutional actions against stated
confidence separately for each institution. We find that the correlations between confidence and bids, bets and votes are r = 0.79, r = 0.85 and r = 0.89, respectively.1⁵ In
our between-subjects treatments, subjects never both report their confidence and make
an institutional decision, such that it is impossible to report the correlation.
1⁵Online Appendix Figure 19 shows that confidence and institutional action are strongly correlated
not just across individuals but also across cognitive tasks: in those tasks in which subjects are on average
more confident, they also bet / bid / vote more intensively, on average.
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Predictability of efficiency of institutions.

Our main analysis considers absolute insti-

tutional improvement. In Section 4, we additionally introduced a measure that gauges
the efficiency of institutions in reducing bias, relative to how much it could reduce bias
given the distribution of performance in the population. A natural question is whether
the confidence-performance correlation is also predictive of institutional efficiency. Online Appendix Figure 21 shows that the confidence-performance correlation turns out to
be an even stronger predictor of efficiency, with r rising to 0.87 in the between-subjects
data and to r = 0.94 in the within-subjects data.
Robustness: Sensitivity to outliers.

To examine whether our finding is driven by spe-

cific tasks, we perform a leave-two-out analysis: we compute 10,000 correlation coefficients, in each run excluding two randomly selected tasks. The resulting distribution of
correlations confirms that the result is not driven by individual tasks. In the betweensubjects treatments, the Pearson correlation coefficients vary between 0.61 and 0.83
when pooling all institutions, with a mean of 0.76. In the within-subjects treatments,
they vary between 0.86 and 0.98, with a mean of 0.93.

5.3

Which Types of Errors Have Strong Confidence-Performance Correlation?

Our results raise the question of what characteristics of tasks make decision makers’ beliefs more predictive of their performance? The broader question of how people’s selfawareness of their own errors varies across different cognitive tasks has received a fair
amount of attention in the literature, such as in the hard-easy effect or the “bias blind
spot” literature in psychology. However, this body of work focuses on how average overconfidence (or average overplacement) vary across tasks. For our purposes, the relevant
object of interest is, instead, the performance-confidence correlation.
Given that we are looking at a moderately-sized sample of tasks, an analysis of this
question is naturally very tentative in nature and ought to be interpreted with care because, with relatively few data points, one faces the risk that any “theory” will overfit the
data. Still, a natural starting point is the role of misleading intuitions. Many “classical”
task paradigms in the decision-making literature are associated with a compelling, yet
flawed intuition, such as in the CRT (e.g., Kahneman, 2011). Other tasks, such as backwards induction, constrained optimization in the Knapsack problem or the acquiring-acompany task arguably do not elicit similarly strong intuitions. Instead, we can arguably
loosely think of these errors as “complexity-driven.” There are reasons to hypothesize
that the confidence-performance correlation will be less accurate for intuition-based biases. Indeed, a long literature in psychology on processing fluency and the “feeling of
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rightness” (e.g., Thompson, 2009; Thompson et al., 2011) posits that flawed intuitions
are particularly misleading if they are associated with the experience of high confidence.
In the absence of an established definition of the strength of misleading intuitions
in a problem, we construct a proxy by looking at the mass of responses on the modal
suboptimal answer.1⁶ According to this classification, a task is more likely to generate a
false strong intuition the larger the number of people who choose the exact same wrong
answer (conditional on being wrong). For instance, in the CRT or correlation neglect,
large fractions of people produce exactly the same wrong answer, while in exponential
growth calculations that is not the case. We construct this measure only for those nine
tasks for which there are more than ten possible responses. This is because if there are
only two or three response options, it is impossible to disentangle whether people jump
to a specific wrong solution because of a misleading intuition or because of, e.g., random
judgment noise.
Online Appendix Figure 22 provides some tentative evidence that tasks in which
wrong responses are strongly peaked (“intuition problems”) see somewhat smaller confidenceperformance correlations, though the results are a bit mixed. For example, in correlation
neglect and balls-and-urns belief updating, about 50% of all responses are concentrated
on a single answer, and the optimality-confidence correlation in these tasks is roughly
zero. In iterated reasoning, exponential growth bias and the Knapsack problem, on the
other hand, the fraction of concentrated responses is between 10% and 30%, and the
within-task optimality-confidence correlation in these tasks is always strictly positive.
We acknowledge that this analysis is tentative in nature, for at least three reasons.
First, it is based on only nine tasks. Second, it ignores that the response scales across
these nine tasks differ widely. Third, the results using the peakedness measure are relatively noisy. Future research is needed to shed more light on the determinants of the
quality of the confidence-performance correlation.

5.4

The Role of Average Overconfidence

Our conceptual framework in Section 3 accounted for two forms of potential miscalibrations in the distribution of confidence: (i) for a given average level of confidence, the
correlation between confidence and optimality (β) could be less than one; and (ii) for
a given β, average confidence could be too high or low, d 6= 0. In this section, we empirically explore the potential implications of average over- or underconfidence for institutional filtering.

1⁶Relatedly, there is some evidence from the psychology literature that the confidence-performance
correlation is high in those tasks that produce correct answers and low in tasks that tend to produce
incorrect answers (the “consensuality” principle). See, e.g., Koriat (2008, 2012).
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Appendix Figure 23 plots average confidence in treatment Confidence against the
optimization rate in each task.1⁷ We observe two main patterns: first, there is average
overconfidence in all of the 15 tasks. Second, average confidence and the optimization
rate are strongly positively correlated across tasks, r = 0.75. As a consequence, absolute
overconfidence is much more pronounced in some tasks than others. This insensitivity
of confidence statements to the optimization rate mirrors previous research (e.g., Erev
et al., 1994; Moore and Healy, 2008).
How does such average overconfidence relate to institutional behavior and resulting
performance improvements? As discussed in Section 3, average overconfidence and the
resulting more aggressive average behavior could translate into (weakly) lower institutional improvement when confidence and performance are positively correlated, β > 0.
In line with this prediction, our data indeed show relatively weak negative relationships
between average overconfidence (computed as average confidence minus average performance) and institutional improvement. Appendix Figure 24 illustrates the results by
again averaging the institutional improvement across all institutions. The correlations
between overconfidence and institutional improvement are given by r = −0.34 for the
between-subjects experiments and by r = −0.32 for the within-subjects experiments
(neither significantly different from zero at conventional levels).1⁸ These results are in
line with Prediction 2 from our framework in Section 3, and highlight that what matters
for institutional filtering is indeed mostly the confidence-optimality correlation, rather
than average overconfidence.

6

Expert Predictions

We compare our experimental results with the predictions of a sample of experts. The
expert survey was conducted using the Social Science Prediction Platform.1⁹ We distributed the survey among participants of the CESifo Area Conference on Behavioral Economics 2021 and attendees of the online speaker series VIBES – The Virtual Behavioral
Economics Seminar. We obtained a total of N = 38 complete responses in November
2021. Among those who indicated their professional level, 57% are faculty at all levels, 10% are post-doctoral researchers and 33% are graduate students. Over 85% of the
sample indicated behavioral or experimental economics as their main field of expertise.
To keep the number of total predictions for each forecaster manageable, we picked
1⁷Online Appendix Figure 31 shows the results for the within-subjects treatments.
1⁸Regarding the specific institutions, the correlations are r = −0.28 for Betting, −0.36 for Committee, −0.36 for Auction, r = −0.24 for Betting Within, r = −0.40 for Auction Within and r = −0.23 for
Committee Within.
1⁹Public study ID sspp-2021-0028-v1, see https://socialscienceprediction.org/s/b04a0x.
We thank Stefano DellaVigna and Nicholas Otis for excellent comments and support.
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Figure 6: Expert forecasts and empirical analogues. The left panel plots predicted institutional improvements against actual ones, separately for each task. The right panel plots the predicted difference in confidence between optimal and suboptimal decisions against the true difference. The diagonal line indicates
perfect calibration. See Table 1 for task codes.

one specific institution (Auction) and a subset of seven tasks.2⁰ Each expert made two
separate sets of predictions for each task. First, we provided the raw optimality rate of
answers to a given cognitive task and asked experts to predict the average optimality
rate among the five winners of the auction. This allows us to compute predicted institutional improvement. Second, we asked experts to predict average confidence among
subjects that took optimal / suboptimal decisions. This allows us to compare actual with
predicted confidence-performance correlations. Screenshots of the elicitation screens
are reproduced in Appendix Figures 11 and 12.
Panel A of Figure 6 plots the median forecast of institutional improvement through
the auction against actual improvement. Panel B plots the predicted difference in confidence between optimal and suboptimal decision makers against the corresponding
empirical counterpart. The 45-degree lines represent the hypothetical case of perfect
calibration of the experts. We make four observations. First, expert forecasts track the
distribution of tasks reasonably well: across tasks, higher average forecasts of institutional improvement and confidence differences tend to be associated with higher actual
improvement and confidence differences. Second, average expert forecasts of improvement and confidence differences tend to be internally consistent with our framework:
if one believes that confidence differences are larger than they actually are, then one
2⁰These tasks are RM, CN, TM, BRN, AC, CRT and EGB. Our expert elicitation also included WAS and
BU, but due to a coding error the corresponding forecasts are not usable.
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should also believe that the institutional improvement will be larger than it actually is.
This good qualitative calibration of forecasts resonates with previous findings on the
accuracy of expert forecasts (see, e.g., DellaVigna et al., 2019), but is accompanied by
quantitative miscalibration in our data. Specifically, third, experts generally overpredict
both the magnitude of institutional improvement and the magnitude of confidence differences between optimal and non-optimal subjects. Fourth, Panels A and B of Figure
6 show that the expert forecasts are excessively compressed relative to the truth: experts predict that the degree of confidence differences and institutional improvement
are more similar across tasks than is actually the case.

7

Discussion

When we as experimental economists use average behavior in experiments to measure
the severity of a bias, we are measuring a special case, that of no self-selection. Many of
our most important and ubiquitous economic and social institutions create significant
scope for self-selection out of decision-making, and this self-selection can produce rates
of bias in aggregate outcomes that differ from the raw rate of bias in the population. As
a result, sample means from experiments may over- or under-state the influence biases
are likely to have for the aggregate outcomes produced by real-world institutions.
In this paper, we take some steps towards understanding the influence of self-selection
over institutional outcomes for a wide range of biases, using maximally-simple variants
of canonical institutions like speculative and allocative markets and organizations. We
take a broad approach, studying 15 of the most famous and economically relevant biases from behavioral economics. We find that self-selection can have large effects on
bias, but, more importantly, that the degree to which this is true varies wildly across
distinct biases. We show that this heterogeneity is strongly related to heterogeneity in
the predictiveness of subjects’ beliefs about their own decision quality: the correlation
between performance and confidence in the population.
Though our experiment takes a wide-ranging approach, we view it as a piece of a
broader agenda. We here summarize implications and limitations of our work ain order
to help inform future research on the topic.
Limitations.

We deliberately studied only the simplest variants of institutions, and

designed the self-selection decision to be operationally extremely similar across institutions. This probably minimizes any latent differences in self-selection across institutional contexts. This comes at the cost that our design is not well-suited to intensively
investigate how strongly institutions can differ in their scope for self-selection. We think
this encourages follow-up work that implements dynamic, feedback-rich variations of
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markets and organizations that allow subjects to make more sophisticated, experienced
choices, allowing any latent differences across these institutions to show themselves.
A second limitation of our paper is that we do not consider the welfare effects of
self-selection. Rather, we only focus on the efficiency of the aggregate quantity that
an institution produces. Yet, in many contexts, it may be that self-selecting out of a
market has real intrinsic costs (for example, when a person should purchase insurance
but selects out of the market due to confusion). In such cases, the welfare benefits of
self-selection (debiased aggregate quantities) are counteracted by the welfare costs of
non-participation. Future research may helpfully study when and why which of these
two effects dominates.
Methodological takeaway. Future researchers can tentatively gauge the likely impact
of self-selection on the biases they measure, without undertaking the logistical challenges of implementing full-fledged social institutions. Our research suggests that simple
and unincentivized measures of confidence can be used to produce an index of the susceptibility of biases to filtering by self-selection. Simply by (i) asking subjects at the end
of an experiment how likely they think it is they made an optimal decision and (ii) reporting the correlation of this confidence measure with actual performance, researchers can
provide evidence on how strongly self-selection should attenuate the impact of biases.
We believe that this simple methodological blueprint can allow researchers to provide
valuable context on the likely impact of lab-measured biases on real aggregate outcomes
at very low cost.
Importance of the confidence-performance correlation. One reason why we encourage that future research on cognitive biases report the performance-confidence correlation is that, thus far, most research on confidence tends to focus on average overconfidence or overplacement, which – as we highlight here – is less relevant as a driver of
self-selection than the performance-confidence correlation. We, hence, conjecture that
more research energies might profitably be spent measuring and understanding this
object and its sensitivity to features of the choice environment. There are at least three
avenues that seem especially promising. (i) We have studied 15 salient biases from behavioral economics but there are dozens of others that could be similarly and retrospectively
studied through the lens of the confidence-performance correlation. (ii) Alhough behavioral economists have put great energies into studying how nudges, frames, feedback,
familiarity and learning influence biases themselves, we know next to nothing about
how these same drivers of choice influence the confidence-performance correlation. For
example, the effect of policy interventions on the confidence-performance link may be
every bit as important for social science outcomes as their effect on biases themselves.
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After all, casual introspection suggests that public policy might affect not only whether
people make mistakes but also which people are aware of their mistakes. (iii) For future
theorizing and practical predictions, it would be very useful to understand why it is that
in some tasks people’s confidence and performance are reasonably tightly linked, but
not in others. Why do sometimes the “right” and othertimes the “wrong” people believe
that they are getting things wrong?
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ONLINE APPENDIX
A

More on the Cognitive Tasks

We describe the 15 cognitive tasks in some detail here. See Appendix F for the full task
instructions.
Base rate neglect (BRN). An important principle of rational information-processing is
to take into account base rates, but a voluminous line of work documents that people
tend to neglect base rates (e.g., Bar-Hillel, 1980; Kahneman and Tversky, 1973). We
devised a simple variant of Tversky and Kahneman’s (1982) well-known taxi-cab problem, which is known to generate responses that neglect the base rate. In our problem, a
quality control machine of a bike manufacturer classifies bikes as good or defective but
misclassifies any given bike 25% of the time. Subjects are asked to state the percentage
chance that a bike is actually defective, given that the base rate for a defective bike is
10% and that the quality control machine classifies the bike as defective. A common
incorrect answer is 75%, whereas the statistically correct answer is 25%.
Correlation neglect (CN). Taking into account potential non-independence of data is
a core principle of both rational belief updating and econometrics courses. We devised
a simplified version of the correlation neglect task developed in Enke and Zimmermann
(2019). Subjects are asked to estimate the weight of a bucket. The hypothetical characters Ann and Bob have each examined the bucket and produced an estimate. They share
their estimate with Charlie, who computes the average of their two guesses. The subject
has access to Ann’s estimate of 70 and Charlie’s estimate of 40. A common incorrect
answer is to compute the average of 40 and 70, i.e., 55. The correct answer is 40.
Balls-and-urns belief updating (BU). A widely used paradigm to study belief updating are so-called balls-and-urns experiments. In our setup, there are two bags. One contains 70 red and 30 blue chips, and one contains 30 red and 70 blue chips. One of them
gets selected at random with 50-50 chance, and a balls gets drawn from the selected
bag. Subjects are asked to indicate the percentage chance that the selected bag is the
one that contains more red chips, given that the drawn chip is red. Subjects commonly
exhibit a conservatism bias in this setup and state posteriors strictly between 50% and
70%. The Bayesian answer is 70%.
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Gambler’s fallacy (GF).

Following Dohmen et al. (2009), subjects were asked to pre-

dict the next outcome in the following sequence of tosses of a fair coin, where the last
three tosses came up Heads: T - T - T - H - T - H - H - H . In this type of task, subjects
occasionally believe that Tails is “due.” The correct answer is to select that “Both are
equally likely.”
Sample size neglect (SSN).

Adapting the classic “hospital problem” (Kahneman and

Tversky, 1972; Bar-Hillel, 1979), subjects were asked whether a factory that produces
45 chairs each day or a factory that produces 15 chairs each day has more days on which
more than 20% of chairs are defective. A common incorrect response is that this happens
equally often in both factories. The correct answer, however, is that this outcome is more
likely in the smaller factory.
Regression to the mean / misattribution (RM). People exhibit a well-known tendency
to attribute outcomes to internal factors rather than random noise, which leads them
to neglect mean reversion. In a variant of classical work on the failure to appreciate
regression (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973), subjects are asked to assess whether the
true IQ of a test-taker is more likely to be above or below 140, given that their IQ test
score is 140, the average score in the sample is 100, and test scores reflect a combination
of true ability and random chance. Subjects commonly believe that the person’s true IQ
is equally likely to be above or below 140. The correct answer is that the person’s true
IQ is more likely to be below than above 140. Such failure to account for mean reversion
is a special case of a more general class of biases that reflect misattribution.
Acquiring-a-company (AC).

This game is one of the most widely studied tasks in ex-

perimental economics, both because it reflects a general class of errors in contingent
reasoning and because its adverse selection logic has many applications in economics,
such as in auctions. Following Charness and Levin (2009), we implement a version of
the AC game in which subjects play against a computerized opponent. A seller has a
company that is worth either 20 or 120 points to him. The company’s value to the buyer
is 1.5 times as much as the value to the seller. The subject makes a take-it-or-leave-itoffer, which the seller accepts if and only if the offer is at least as high as the value of
the company to him. Subjects frequently bid strictly more than the theoretically optimal
bid of 20, which neglects the adverse selection logic of the problem.
Wason selection task (WAS). The Wason task (Wason, 1968) is a widely used task in
the social sciences because it captures failures in contingent reasoning and a tendency
towards positive hypothesis testing in a simple way. In the problem, there is a deck of
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four cards that have numbers (odd or even) on one side and a color (brown or green) on
the other. Subjects are tasked with turning over (only) those cards that can be useful in
assessing whether the statement “All of the cards with an even number on one side are
green on the other” is true. In this task, subjects frequently engage in positive testing
by turning over the card with the even number and the one that is green. The logically
correct choice is to pick the brown card in addition to the card with the even number.
Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT). The CRT is likewise a widely studied task in economics because it effectively captures the intuitive “System 1” responses that the early
heuristics and biases program emphasized. Moreover, responses in the CRT have been
shown to be correlated with various economic behaviors (Frederick, 2005). We implement the question “It takes 6 machines 6 days to produce 6 cars. How long would it take
12 machines to produce 12 cars?” A tempting, incorrect answer is 12 days. The correct
answer is 6 days.
Iterated reasoning / Backward induction (IR). To capture the well-known and widelystudied tendency to iterate the best-response function only a small number of times
(“level k reasoning”), we follow Bosch-Rosa and Meissner (2020) in implementing a
one-player guessing game that only requires iteration of the best response function but
is independent of beliefs about others. Subjects are asked to pick two numbers between
0 and 100, inclusive. Their task is to select numbers whose average is as close as possible
to 2/3 of either number. While zero is the correct solution, most subjects state strictly
positive values.
Equilibrium Reasoning / Predicting response to incentives (EQ). Many empirical
regularities in behavioral economics can be understood as people failing to accurately
predict others’ behavior from their incentives. One elegant demonstration of this is the
experiment in Dal Bó et al. (2018), which we simplify here. Subjects are presented
with two similar-looking 2 × 2 payoff matrices. In Game A, all payoffs are higher than
in Game B, but Game B has a cooperative equilibrium, while Game A has a prisoner’s
dilemma structure. Subjects are asked to predict in which game past participants made
more money, on average. A majority of subjects incorrectly believes that people make
more in Game A because they fail to anticipate differences in equilibrium play.
Knapsack / identifying constrained optima (KS). Knapsack problems are a simple
to explain but canonical instance of constrained optimization, which lies at the heart of
a large class of economic consumer and firm maximization problems (Mathews, 1896;
Murawski and Bossaerts, 2016). In our implementation, subjects pick from a set of 12
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items, each of which has a known value and weight. The objective is to maximize the
sum of values chosen, while satisfying a budget constraint on the weights. Experiments
typically show that subjects fail to identify the value-maximizing bundle (which, in our
instance consists of 4 of the 12 items).
Portfolio choice (PC).

Various studies have documented failures to construct efficient

financial portfolios. One well-known example of this is failure is the use of the so-called
1/N heuristic (Benartzi and Thaler, 2001), according to which people split their investment uniformly across the available assets. To get at this, we ask subjects to choose
between two portfolios that are constructed from four assets each. The portfolios are
identical except that one allocates 1/4 of the budget to each asset in a way that makes
this “1/N portfolio” strictly dominated by the other available portfolio.
Thinking at the margin (TM).

One of the core lessons of economics is to think at the

margin rather than the average, yet people have consistently been shown to think in
terms of averages. We developed a simplified version of the taxation problem in ReesJones and Taubinsky (2020). Subjects are tasked with deciding which of two bank accounts to allocate 20 points to. Both bank accounts already contain 40 points. The trick
is that the marginal tax rate for additional 20 points is lower in the bank account that
has a higher average tax rate.
Exponential growth bias (EGB). An ability to compute compound interest is essential
in numerous economics models and decision contexts, including exponential time discounting, savings and investment. Following previous studies (Levy and Tasoff, 2016),
we ask subjects to guess how much a stock that is worth $100 today is worth after 20
years if its value increases 5% each year. People tend to give a response of $200 in this
problem, which entirely misses the compounding effect. The correct answer is $265.
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B

Model Derivations

In the following, we derive our main predictions separately for the model of committee
voting or parimutuel betting (Appendix B.1) and for the model of auctions (Appendix
B.2).

B.1

Committees and Parimutuel Betting Markets

Note that expanding eq. (6) from Section 3, institutional gain G bet,com may be expressed
as:
P
G bet,com =


P 
p
N
k
−
i
i i
j kj

= ωβ

2
P N k̄
i pi (pi − p̄)

N k̄
(N − 1)β 2
=
sp
N c̄

(10)
(11)
(12)

where s2p is the sample variance of p. Informally, we may consider β/k̄ = ∂ log k̄/∂ p̄,
as the percent increase in the average bid given an increase in the average confidence
among the players.
Proof. (Prediction 1, Part (i)) Stated formally, this part of the prediction states that if
s2p > 0 and β > 0, we have G bet,com > 0. Since c̄ > 0 in our case21, eq. (12) immediately
provides the result.
Proof. (Prediction 1, Part (ii)) This part of the prediction says that for α > 0 and s2p > 0,
we have

∂ G bet,com
∂β

> 0. Using eq. (12) we may compute
∂
∂ (N − 1)β 2
G bet,com =
s
∂β
∂ β N (α + β p̄) p
(N − 1)α 2
s >0
=
N (α + β p̄)2 p

(13)
(14)

Given our assumptions the result follows.
Proof. (Prediction 2) This prediction states that the effect of an increase in average
overconfidence, d, on institutional improvement, G, is ambiguous. Formally, for the case
of betting and committee voting, we predict that for β > 0 and s2p > 0, a change in
overconfidence d → d + δd need not imply ∆G bet,com < 0.

21Aside from the empirics, ci > 0 when α, β > 0.
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Firstly, we may compute that:

∂ G bet,com
∂α

< 0. Using eq. (12) we may compute

∂ (N − 1)β 2
∂
G bet,com =
s
∂α
∂ α N (α + β p̄) p
(N − 1)β 2
=−
s <0
N (α + β p̄)2 p

(15)
(16)

Secondly, we recall our earlier result that:

Noting that:

∂
G bet,com > 0
∂β

(17)

∂d ∂d
,
>0
∂α ∂β

(18)

and our assumptions the result follows.

B.2

Auctions

In the case of a multi-unit auction, eq. (7) showed that:

G

auc

=

1 X
1X
pj −
pi .
|W | j∈W
N i

(19)

Proof. (Prediction 1, Part (i)) This part states that when β > 0, we have
P
Note that when β > 0, |W1 | i∈W pi ≥ p̄. The result then follows.
Proof. (Prediction 1, Part (ii)) When β > 0, we have

∂

G

auc

∂β

G

auc

≥ 0.

= 0. This holds because

given a fixed set of probabilities, {pi }, the ordering of the bids is invariant under a
change, β → β + δβ so long as δβ > −β.
Proof. (Prediction 2) This prediction states that an increase in overconfidence, d, has
no effect on institutional improvement G when β > 0. In the case of auctions, we have
∂

G

auc

∂α

= 0. This follows since given a fixed set of probabilities, {pi }, the ordering of the

bids is invariant under a change, α → α + δα. Furthermore, the proof of Pred. 1 part (ii)
indicates that a change in β doesn’t change G so long as β remains positive. Accordingly,
for any change in average overconfidence, δd = δα + δβ p̄ in which β > 0, we see that
there is no institutional improvement.
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C

Additional Figures

C.1

Screenshots of Elicitation Screens

Figure 7: Screenshot of elicitation screen for the institutional decision in treatment Betting.

Figure 8: Screenshot of elicitation screen for the institutional decision in treatment Committee.
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Figure 9: Screenshot of elicitation screen for the institutional decision in treatment Auction.

Figure 10: Screenshot of elicitation screen for confidence in the Knapsack task (treatment Confidence).
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Figure 11: Screenshot of elicitation screen in the expert survey for forecasts of confidence.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of elicitation screen in the expert survey for forecasts of the change in optimality
rate through the Auction institution.
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Additional Figures for Between-Subjects Treatments
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Figure 13: Empirical cumulative distribution of total number of optimal responses to the cognitive tasks
(Part 1 decisions), across subjects in treatments Betting, Auction, Committee and Confidence. The figure
pools data from all 15 tasks across all four between-subject treatments.
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Figure 14: Performance improvement (efficiency measure) through institutions across tasks. Efficiency is
computed as the aggregate performance rate after institutional filtering minus the the fraction of optimal Part 1 responses, all divided by the difference between the maximum possible improvement (given
responses to the cognitive tasks and the structure of the institution) and the fraction of optimal responses
to the cognitive tasks (Part 1 decisions). The aggregate performance rate is based on 10,000 randomly
constructed 10-subject cohorts for each institution, taking the mean over all samples. Each participant
completed all 15 tasks in random order. Based on N = 323 participants in the Auction condition, N = 387
in Betting and N = 337 in Committee. One-standard error bars are conservatively calculated as the ratio of
the standard deviations of efficiencies over these random cohorts divided by the square root of the number
of cohorts available in the dataset (e.g., 387/10=38.7 in Betting). Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company;
BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive
reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 15: Stated confidence (Part 2 decision) by optimality of the response to a cognitive task (Part 1
decision). Based on N = 5, 010 Part 2 decisions in the Confidence condition, pooled across 15 different
cognitive tasks. The sample of Part 2 decisions is split by whether the corresponding Part 1 decision was
optimal and empirical distribution functions are displayed.
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Figure 17: Comparison of empirically observed range of confidence-optimality correlations across tasks
with numerical simulations. Red line corresponds to empirical data. The simulations are done as follows.
In treatment Confidence, we take as given the empirical marginal distributions of both confidence and
optimality in each task. We then randomly scramble these two variables such that, in expectation, in each
task, the confidence-optimality correlation is identical and equal to zero. In any given simulation the actual
confidence-optimality correlation in any given task will usually not be zero (due to the finite sample of
334 subjects). We implement this procedure 10,000 times and, for each iteration, save the range (max
minus min) of the within-task confidence-optmality correlation. The figure plots the resulting distribution
of simulated ranges along with the empirically observed range.
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Figure 18: Comparison of empirically observed standard deviation of confidence-optimality correlations
across tasks with numerical simulations. Red line corresponds to empirical data. The simulations are
done as follows. In treatment Confidence, we take as given the empirical marginal distributions of both
confidence and optimality in each task. We then randomly scramble these two variables such that, in
expectation, in each task, the confidence-optimality correlation is identical and equal to zero. In any given
simulation the actual confidence-optimality correlation in any given task will usually not be zero (due to
the finite sample of 334 subjects). We implement this procedure 10,000 times and, for each iteration, save
the standard deviation of the within-task confidence-optmality correlation. The figure plots the resulting
distribution of simulated standard deviations along with the empirically observed standard deviation.
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Figure 19: Average confidence and average institutional behavior. For each task, we compute average
confidence stated in treatment Confidence and plot this against the average Part 2 decision taken in each
of the three between-subjects institutional treatments.
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Figure 20: Confidence-optimality correlation and institutional improvement for the separate institutions in the between-subjects treatments. The horizontal axis shows the within-task correlation between
confidence and optimality in a given task in treatment Confidence. The vertical axis shows the performance improvement that is implied by an institution for the respective cognitive task in treatments Betting, Auction and Committee. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Ballsand-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential
growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws; IR=Backwards induction;
KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal
thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 21: Confidence-optimality correlation and institutional improvement using the efficiency measure.
The left panel shows the results for the between-subjects treatments and the right panel those for the
within-subjects treatments. In the left panel, the horizontal axis shows the within-task correlation between
confidence and optimality in a given task in treatment Confidence. The vertical axis shows the efficiency of
an institution for the respective cognitive task. Efficiency is computed as the aggregate performance rate
after institutional filtering minus the the fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task, all divided by
the difference between the maximum possible improvement (given Part 1 responses and the structure of
the institution) and the fraction of optimal Part 1 responses. The data are from treatments Betting, Auction
and Committee. In the right panel, we show analogous quantities, except that they are all derived from
treatments Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company;
BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive
reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 22: The peakedness of the distribution of suboptimal answers and the confidence-performance correlation in the between-subjects treatments. The horizontal axis displays the fraction of subjects playing
the modal suboptimal answer in a cognitive task (conditional on being wrong). The vertical axis displays
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Figure 23: Fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task (Part 1 decision) and average confidence in treatment Confidence, separately for each task. Based on N = 334 respondents. Task codes:
AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation
neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws; IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution;
SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Minimize taxation; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 24: Overconfidence and institutional improvement. The left panel shows the results for the
between-subjects treatments and the right panel those for the within-subjects treatments. In the left panel,
the horizontal axis shows the average level of overconfidence in treatment Confidence. The vertical axis
shows the average institutional improvement across treatments Betting, Auction and Committee. In the
right panel, we show analogous quantities, except that they are all derived from treatments Betting Within,
Auction Within and Committee Within. Percentage point improvement is computed as the aggregate performance of the institutional summary statistic minus the raw fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive
task, averaged across institutions. The institutional summary statistics are given by the parimutuel market price in Betting, the average rate of bias among the set of winners in the Auction and the vote share
for the optimal decision in Committee. The aggregate performance is based on 10,000 randomly constructed ten-subject cohorts for each institution, taking the mean over all samples. Overconfidence is computed as average confidence minus the optimality rate in a task. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company;
BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive
reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 25: Fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task (Part 1 decisions) across tasks in treatments
Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. The tasks and optimal responses are described
in Appendices A and F. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-andurns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth
calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws; IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack;
PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Thinking at the margin;
WAS=Wason task. Error bars are the standard error of the binomial mean.
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Figure 26: Institutional choices (Part 2 decisions) by optimality of the response to the cognitive task (Part 1
decision). Based on N = 1575 Part 2 decisions in the Auction Within condition, N = 1575 in Betting Within
and N = 1560 in Committee Within, pooled across 15 different cognitive tasks. For each institution, the
sample of Part 2 decisions is split by whether the corresponding Part 1 decision was optimal and empirical
distribution functions are displayed.
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Figure 27: Performance improvement through institutions across tasks in treatments Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. Percentage point improvement is computed as the aggregate performance rate after institutional filtering minus the fraction of optimal responses in a cognitive task.
The aggregate performance rate is based on 10,000 randomly constructed 10-subject cohorts for each
institution, taking the mean over all samples. Each participant completed all 15 tasks in random order. Based on N = 105 participants in the Auction condition, N = 105 in Betting and N = 104 in
Committee. One-standard error bars are conservatively calculated as the ratio of the standard deviations of improvements over these random cohorts divided by the square root of the number of cohorts available in the dataset (e.g., 105/10=10.5 in Betting). Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company;
BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive
reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 28: Within-task correlation between confidence and Part 1 optimality across tasks in treatments
Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee Within. Displayed are Pearson correlation coefficients, based
on N = 313 participants. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Ballsand-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential
growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws; IR=Backwards induction;
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Figure 29: Binned scatterplots of institutional decisions against stated confidence in the withinsubjects treatments, separately for each institution. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base
rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 30: Confidence-optimality correlation and institutional improvement in the within-subjects treatments. The horizontal axis shows the within-task correlation between confidence and optimality in a
given task. The vertical axis shows the performance improvement that is implied by an institution for the
respective cognitive task. The data are from treatments Betting Within, Auction Within and Committee
Within. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company; BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict
others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws; IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio
choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Marginal thinking; WAS=Wason task.
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Figure 31: Fraction of optimal Part 1 responses and average confidence in treatments Betting Within,
Auction Within and Committee Within, separately for each task. Task codes: AC=Acquiring-a-company;
BRN=Base rate neglect; BU=Balls-and-urns belief updating; CN=Correlation neglect; CRT=Cognitive
reflection test; EGB=Exponential growth calc.; EQ=Predict others’ play; GF: Predict sequence of draws;
IR=Backwards induction; KS=Knapsack; PC=Portfolio choice; RM=Attribution; SSN=Account for sample size; TM=Minimize taxation; WAS=Wason task.
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67

et

Minson
(2018)

Multiple choice questions
on knowledge about computers

Sniezek
and
Van Swol (2001)

Joint estimates after discussion
with one other subject

5-point
scale

Likelihood
of
being
correct
(0-100%)

Stated
belief
distribution
of
obtaining different cumulative
scores
Likelihood of being correct (50100%)
No further choice. Virtual dyads
are formed randomly and the response with higher confidence is
selected as the group outcome.
Advisor recommends an answer to
a Judge.

Selection into competition for high
prize based on hard quiz versus for
low prize based on easy quiz.

In one condition, respondents
could self-select which questions
to answer

7-point
Likert
scale judgment
of difficulty
Likert

Revised estimates after discussion
in groups of 3-6

Measure of aggregation

Likert

7-point
scale

Confidence measurement

Dyads outperform average individual judgments on
questions where average accuracy high, which tend
to be questions where accuracy and confidence are
positively correlated.
Confidence and accuracy positively correlated on average. Higher Advisor confidence predicts stronger
effects of recommendations on Judges.

Crowds consisting of participants who could selfselected questions outperformed crowds consisting
of participants who were randomly assigned to questions
Individual confidence unrelated to performance.
Discussion outperforms average individual decisions in questions where subjects tend to make very
large errors.
Selection into competition strongly predicted by
overplacement relative to others. Overplacement
more likely for easy quiz.

Quality of revised decisions higher among groups
with better initial confidence calibration

Main finding

Notes. This table summarizes a selection of previous experimental work reporting data that permit the calculation of confidence calibration.
Specifically, this includes studies that measure objective task performance alongside with respondents’ confidence in their performance.

Binary choice in perceptual and general knowledge

al.

al.

Koriat (2012)

Cain
et
(2015)

et

Bennett
(2018)

al.

Numerical estimates of
country populations and
historical dates
Binary choice generalknowledge questions on
topics such as world facts
and world history
Numerical estimates of
CEO salaries, weights of
animals and U.S. demographic statistics
Mulitple choice trivia quiz
questions

et

Silver
(2021)

al.

Tasks in main study

Study

Table 3: Overview of empirical studies eliciting relative calibration
Sample
size
(main
study)

144

Laboratory 152

Laboratory 40

Laboratory 160

Laboratory 180

Online

Laboratory 676

Sample

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Incentivizes
for accuracy

Table 4: Determinants and correlates of subject-level overconfidence

Overconfidence
Optimality Rate
Age
Male
College?
Income
Black
Hispanic
Other Race
White
Constant

−84.933∗∗∗
(7.111)
0.025
(0.065)
8.928∗∗∗
(1.837)
4.036∗∗
(1.923)
0.00001
(0.00002)
3.831
(4.147)
−14.553∗∗∗
(5.197)
−1.489
(5.860)
−1.099
(3.285)
55.441∗∗∗
(4.315)

Observations
334
R2
0.362
Adjusted R2
0.344
Residual Std. Error 16.076 (df = 324)
F Statistic
20.413∗∗∗ (df = 9; 324)
Notes. OLS estimates of overconfidence on demographic variables. The unit of the obervation is
an individual subject and the dependent variable is the difference between the subject’s average
confidence and optimality rate in treatment Confidence. Independent variables include age in years,
an indicator for being male, an indicator for having graduated from college, income and four indicator
variables for race (Asian is the excluded variable). ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Disclosure Statement

The paper reports analyses for all experimental conditions and measures that were collected. All data exclusions are reported. Sample sizes were determined based on a pilot
study.
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F
F.1

Experimental Instructions
Treatment Confidence

Instruction screens

69

70

Comprehension questions

Example screen

71

F.2

Treatment Betting

72

73

Comprehension questions

Example screen

74

F.3

Treatment Auction

75

76

Comprehension questions

Example screen

77

F.4

Treatment Committee

78

79

Comprehension questions

Example screen

80

F.5

Task Descriptions

Acquiring a compnay

Knapsack

81

Iterated reasoning / backward induction

Exponential growth bias

82

Correlation neglect

CRT

83

Wason

84

Thinking at margin

We noticed a typo in the instructions of this task after beginning the data collection: In
the first sentence, instead of “100 points”, the instructions read “60 points”. Despite this
typo, we believe that it was still possible to follow the task description and arrive at the
correct decision. The optimization rate in this task did not change after fixing this typo:
it was 28.28% (N=1,372) before and 28.24% (N=170) after correcting the mistake. In
all our analysis, we thus pool these data.
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Portfolio choice and 1/N

Balls and urns

86

Sample size neglect

Base rate neglect

87

Gambler’s fallacy

Regression to the mean / misattribution
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